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We make dream kitchens a reality

Let’s make your dream kitchen

 ampton have established an   
 exceptional reputation for creating 
and building quality bespoke kitchens that 
satisfy the varied lifestyle needs of our  
many customers. 

Our focus is on providing the highest quality 
service from your first visit to the showroom 
until the final finishing touches are applied.

We pride ourselves on delivering an 
exceptional customer experience because 
we value our customers, as much as you 
value your home.

Matt Jolley
Managing Director of Hampton Group

More information or to book a design:

alternatively call us on:
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H A M P TO N  K I TC H E N S

Arranging a free home design visit with 
one of our experts is the first step to 
creating your dream kitchen.  

They will discuss your requirements, take 
measurements and then invite you to 
our showroom for a presentation of your 
kitchen design concepts. You will be shown 
drawings and a 3D visual walk-through on 
our large flat screen display while we chat 
it through over a fresh coffee.

Creating a new way of living

A range of doors styles, handles, worktops 
and accessories are all available to browse at 
our showroom, giving you added inspiration 
should you need it.

In addition to 150+ stock colour 
finishes, many of our fabulous designs 
are also available in a choice of bespoke 
colours to bring a more personalised 
feel to your new kitchen and better 
reflect your particular tastes.

We make dream kitchens a reality

You will be shown drawings and a 3D walk through on our large flat 
screen display at our showroom where you can make those subtle 
changes to fit your lifestyle.  

Your choice of kitchen usually 
starts with the style of door and 
handle. Shaker kitchens and         
in-frame kitchens offer a 
traditional panelled look, 
whilst modern doors offer 
a smooth finish.



We make dream kitchens a reality

Pride, passion and craftsmanship

All of Hampton’s kitchens are built better to 
last longer. Hand finished 18mm rigid colour 
coded carcasses, glued and dowelled with 
18mm solid backs and 2mm edging.

Established in 2002, we have built an 
enviable reputation for not only creating 
beautiful hand crafted bespoke kitchens 
but also by offering the kind of customer 
service that others can only aspire to.

All our kitchens are constructed in our 
factory using traditional methods with 
obsessive attention to detail.

We are confident that you will not find 
a comparable kitchen built quite like a 
Hampton kitchen. 

All of Hampton kitchens come with a 5 Year Guarantee on carcasses 
only. Hinges and drawer runners supplied by either Blum or Hettich are 
guaranteed for life. Terms and Conditions apply*
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This classic Shaker kitchen and living 
space renovation was created for a 
client in Solihull who was looking to 
transform her way of living.

She was seeking to create an open 
plan family living space in her Victorian 
house with a balance between elegant 
traditional and practical functionality. 

We worked closely with our client 
throughout the project, from planning, 
construction through to the final 
kitchen installation.

Transforming the space you love

We make dream kitchens a reality

“I’m so delighted with the quality finish and fitting of my new kitchen. 

The Farrow & Ball paint colour on my doors looks fantastic and matches 
the other elements of my design.” 

Mrs Kemp Hampton in Arden

H A M P TO N  K I TC H E N S

Our kitchens team collaborate closely 
with our other services where required. 
When it comes to transforming your home, 
we're one company you can rely on to get 
everything done.

Construction

Kitchen installation

Construction

Construction
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An in-frame kitchen is a style of kitchen where 
the doors are set within a frame.

The painted finish on an ash grain timber door 
offers a timeless classic look. Make your design 
unique through the colours, worktops and 
accessories you choose.

In-frame kitchen collection

We make dream kitchens a realityH A M P TO N  K I TC H E N S
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Door colour CREAM     Worktops OAK & QUARTZ     Handles CHROME HA97  & HA02

In-frame kitchen collection

A classic style in-frame kitchen 
in cream with a recessed plinth line 
and square chamfered pilasters with 
oak finish to feet.

Baystone



“100% happy with all aspects 
of the work, from start 

to finish the service and 
workmanship was first class. 

Loved visiting the beautiful 
showroom and I am 

absolutely thrilled with 
our kitchen.” 

Mrs M. Larcombe Water Orton

171716 17
Door colour STONE BLUE     Worktop SILESTONE ALPINE WHITE     Handle GOLD PH12 

In-frame kitchen collection

Finished in a calming, contemporary Stone 
Blue colour scheme and complete with a full 
width moulded plinth adding a sense of solidity 
throughout.

Baystone
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Door colours LIGHT GREY & SLATE GREY     Handles CHROME HA97 & HA02 

In-frame kitchen collection

A subtle twist on the shaker style with a 
raised and fielded centre panel brings an 
extra touch of elegance.

Eildon



“Fantastic, professional and 
efficient service from Hampton. 
They arrived exactly when they 

said and didn’t leave a scrap 
of mess.

 Thank you to the whole team, 
fully recommend them! 

If I could score higher than 
10/10 I would!” 

Miss N. Moss Balsall Common

2120 21

In-frame kitchen collection

Bespoke options: We can manufacture 
furniture to match or complement the kitchen 
of your choice. This in-frame kitchen sideboard 
is a great addition to any kitchen diner.
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When it comes to achieving the ultimate look for your kitchen, it’s your kitchen 
cabinet doors that lead the way. Shaker style kitchen doors have a timeless, 
simplistic design and can be made from different material types, each with subtle 
aesthetic differences.

Shaker kitchen collection

We make dream kitchens a realityH A M P TO N  K I TC H E N S
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Shaker kitchen collection

Door colours PORCELAIN & BESPOKE BLUE     Worktop QUARTZ

A smooth shaker style kitchen painted door 
with tongue & groove end panels and angled 
end mouldings. 

Hartside
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Shaker kitchen collection

Door colour CALICO     Worktop QUARTZ     Handles MODERN KNOBS  &  D-SHAPE 

Shaker style ash grain timber door complemented 
with the smooth tones of Calico contrast with the 
multi-textural appeal of exposed stonework and beams.  

Eastdon
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Shaker kitchen collection

Door colour BESPOKE GRAPHITE     Worktop QUARTZ     Handles GOLD HA209 & HA211 

Shaker style ash grain timber door with 
rounded bead. Painted in bespoke Graphite 
with contrasting quartz worktops creates a 
stunning opulent look.

Allestree



“My kitchen has been transformed! 

The kitchen along with 
integrated appliances, tiling, 

lighting and flooring are superb. 

The workmanship is excellent. 

I would highly recommend 
Hampton Kitchens.” 

Mrs J. Corbett Willenhall

3130 31

Shaker kitchen collection

It’s about the detail: Adding handles and sink taps in gold to complement fittings such as 
lighting, along with quartz splashbacks adds a subtle touch of class to any kitchen design.
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Shaker kitchen collection

Door colours PORCELAIN & BESPOKE WINTER TEAL     Worktop QUARTZ     Handle CHROME HA02 

A modern shaker style with solid smooth painted 
door and contrasting wall and base units.

Farringdon
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Shaker kitchen collection

Door colours BESPOKE GRAPHITE & PORCELAIN     Worktop QUARTZ     Handle BRUSHED CHROME HA152 

A mix of Farringdon and Farringdon Beaded demonstrates 
how the two styles can work together in contrasting colours

Farringdon Beaded
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Shaker kitchen collection

Door colours BESPOKE BLUE & PORCELAIN     Worktop QUARTZ     Handle CHROME 

Another fine example of Farringdon and Farringdon Beaded 
with contrasting bespoke blue and porcelain colours.
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Shaker kitchen collection

Door colour SOLID OAK     Worktop QUARTZ     Handle BRUSHED NICKLE 

A timeless solid oak door featuring a chamfered 
centre panel. The brushed nickel handles are both 
elegant and practical.

Rivington
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Door directory In-Frame Doors Timber & Painted Doors

  

FARRINGDON BEADED

MDF smooth painted 
Shaker style frame with 
clear glass.

MDF smooth painted 
Shaker style with beading.

Available in Porcelain and bespoke painted.
pages 34-35

  

FARRINGDON SHAKER

MDF smooth painted 
Shaker style frame with 
clear glass.

MDF smooth painted 
Shaker with thin rails.

Available in Porcelain and bespoke painted.
pages 32-33

 

 
 

EILDON
Available in bespoke painted.
pages 18-19

Ash in-frame, 
Georgian styled frame 
with clear glass.

Ash in-frame with a raised 
and fielded centre panel.

 

 

 

BAYSTONE
Available in Cream and bespoke painted.
pages 14-17

Ash Shaker in-frame 
with clear glass.

Ash Shaker in-frame.

Make it individual. 
Choose from one of 26 
bespoke paint colours to 
make your kitchen unique 
to you. Colours can be 
mixed and matched with 
stocked colours or in any 
combination you like.    
See pages 58 & 59.

  

RIVINGTON

Oak Shaker frame with 
clear glass.

Oak Shaker with 
wide rails.

Available in Cream, Oak Lacquered and            
bespoke painted.
pages 38-39

  

EASTDON SHAKER

Ash Shaker frame 
with clear glass.

Ash Shaker.

Available in Calico, Light Grey, Luna, Porcelain 
and bespoke painted.
pages 26-27

 

 
 

HARTSIDE
Available in Light Grey, Porcelain and 
bespoke painted.
pages 24-25

MDF smooth painted 
Shaker style frame with 
clear glass.

MDF smooth painted 
Shaker style with a 
chamfered centre.

 

 

 

ALLESTREE
Available in Calico, Light Grey, Luna, Porcelain 
and bespoke painted.
pages 28-29

Ash Shaker frame with 
clear glass.

Ash Shaker with quarter 
round beading.

We make dream kitchens a reality



“Really pleased with my new 
kitchen and utility. 

Hampton listened to my 
requirements right from the 

design stage.

 The team worked really hard, 
took pride in their work and 
were considerate of the fact 
I have three small children... 

something I was very 
appreciative of.” 

Mrs K. Milligan Balsall Common

4342 43

Shaker kitchen collection

Choose features to enhance your kitchen such as a mantel shelf and corbels to frame your range 
cooker and give your kitchen that classic look.
Rounded corners to your units and cornice along with tongue and groove panels give that touch of 
elegance. Add an oak finish to pilaster feet to complement other oak components such as chopping 
boards, butchers blocks and worktops.
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Helping to refresh your space and 
update the look of your home, our 
contemporary designs reflect all the 
very latest kitchen trends.

Modern kitchen collection

We make dream kitchens a realityH A M P TO N  K I TC H E N S
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Modern kitchen collection

Door colours MATT WHITE & WINTER TEAL     Worktop QUARTZ

Cutting edge Italian design with gloss and matt 
finishes. True handle-less doors and drawers make 
Cosdon a truly exciting range.

Cosdon
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Modern kitchen collection

Door colours BESPOKE GRAPHITE & FOUNDRY TARNISHED COPPER      Worktop QUARTZ     

Modern style kitchen with J-Handle door. 
Available in bespoke matt and Foundry colours. 
The perfect choice for those open plan rooms 
with an industrial feel.

Aconbury



“We are in love with our 
lovely Hampton Kitchen. 

It’s rare to find a company 
that delivers such a personal 

service by professionals, 
skilled staff and craftsmen. 

From design to aftercare you 
made us feel special. Thank 
you Hampton from happy 

clients!” 

Miss B. Goodfellow Solihull

5150 51

Bespoke shelving, lighting and colours can add a new dimension to any modern style kitchen. 
Add strip lighting to provide additional lighting under cupboard space. Feature colour combinations 
can also create a sophisticated modern look. 

Modern kitchen collection
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Modern kitchen collection

Door colour PORCELAIN      Worktops QUARTZ & OAK

A modern style kitchen featured in Porcelain matt, 
incorporating a handle into the 22mm thick door for 
a totally streamlined look.

Aconbury
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Modern kitchen collection

Door colour ANTHRACITE      Worktops WHITE QUARTZ & OAK LAMINATE

Balancing clean, flowing lines with gently 
rounded edges and gloss finish, the 
Welford range is perfectly optimised for 
any kind of kitchen.

Welford
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Door directory

Glazed/Framed
 

 

All the designs in our Modern Range are available 
in a choice of stock colours, with selected kitchens 
also available in a number of bespoke matt, gloss 
and textured finishes. RAL colour matching is also 
an option on some designs.

Matt & Gloss

 COSDON

Available in White, 
Light Grey, Graphite, 
Savanna, Porcelain, bespoke 
gloss and bespoke matt 
colours and Foundry colours. 
pages 46-47

 ALUMINIUM

Available in Silver, Black matt, 
Brass and Rose Gold.  

Gloss only

 WELFORD

Available in Bright White, 
Cream, Graphite, Grey, 
Sky Blue, Willow, Savanna, 
bespoke gloss. 
pages 54-55

 BLACK MATT

Matt only

 ACONBURY

Available in Light Grey,     
Porcelain, Silver Grey, 
Graphite, Savanna, bespoke 
matt and Foundry colours.   
pages 52-53

5757

“The Hampton team love      
what they do and it really   
shows, they are brilliant!

 Their design studio and 
showroom was amazing and 
the designers have so many 
clever ideas. The carpenters, 

electricians, installers 
and decorators are true  

professionals and made the 
process stress-free. 

We love waking up to our 
Hampton kitchen.” 

Mr & Mrs Carter Warwick
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Matt painted finishes

 

Graphite

Paradise Blue

Mineral

Winter Teal

Dusky Pink

Warm Grey

Porcelain

Slate Grey

Steel Blue

Eucalyptus

Windsor

Lilac

Dove Grey

White

 

 

Ink Blue

Stone Blue

Forest Green

Light Grey

Sage

Calico

 

Dark Blue

Duck Egg

Luna

Savanna

Mussel

Cream

Please note The colours shown opposite are a digitally 
printed representation of our paint colours and are as 
accurate as the printing process allows. Colour has the 
ability to look very different depending on the light source. 
For this reason we highly recommend that you view a 
sample door before you commit to an order.

Some matt colour options are only 
available on selective doors styles. 
Ask our design consultant for 
more information.

Our carefully chosen colour palette and 
finishes help bring a more personalised 
feel to your new kitchen reflecting your 
particular tastes.

Colour & finish options

Metallic finishes

Iridescent Moon Pink Champagne Shimmering Grey

Rose GoldGold Dust

Shimmering matt finishes

Industrial finishes

Oak* Concrete* Ceramic Anthracite* Ferro Rust*
More textures and colours are available.
*Edged laminated product.

Foundry finishes

Tarnished Brass Tarnished Copper Black Steel Charcoal

We make dream kitchens a realityH A M P TO N  K I TC H E N S

Some gloss colour options are only 
available on selective doors styles. 
Ask our design consultant for  
more information.

Gloss finishes

 

 

Dolce Vita Italian Velvet Verona Red Twilight

 

Graphite Light Grey Savanna Dove Grey

 

Olive Lake Como Piazza Granite Sorrento Orange

 

Cream White

 

RAL Colours
Where your preferred colour is not available within our range of bespoke 
paint finishes, we may be able to reproduce exactly what you are looking 
for through our RAL colour-matching service.
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Stone worktops Laminate

  

Elemental Graphite Ceramic Rust Chalk

White Italian MarbleIron Oxide Woodstock

 

Calacatta 

Clear White

Grey Shimmer

Quartz Reflection

Statuario Bianco

Antonella

Verona Arctic Shimmer

Forest

Vincenza

White Carrara

Savannah

Grey Reflection

Colorado

Monte Bianco

Please note The samples shown here are a selection of our most popular 
worktop shades, colours and textures. Other options may be available upon 
request including alternative colours. 

Samples shown here are a digitally printed representation and are as accurate 
as the printing process allows. For this reason we highly recommend that you 
request a sample swatch before you commit to an order. 

We offer a wide variety of worktops in 
various colours and shades, allowing you 
to get the best look for your kitchen. 

Beautiful man-made materials that are a 
combination of natural minerals and resin 
to give you a strong and hard-wearing 
surface that resists germs and bacteria.

Worktops
QUARTZ ULTRA SLIM
Available in 20mm & 30mm. Available in 12.5mm.

Trilium Aura15 Vegha

DEKTON
Available in 12mm & 20mm.

Natural Slate Block Walnut Lava Sand

Wild Rustic OakGrey Shuttered 
Concrete

Cararra Marble

SQUARE AND CURVED EDGE 
Available in 22mm, 30mm and 40mm.

We make dream kitchens a realityH A M P TO N  K I TC H E N S
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Finishing touches

We make dream kitchens a reality

From handles that complement your 
chosen doors to neat ideas for organising 
your drawers, we offer a wide range of 
accessories to finish your new Hampton 
kitchen in real style.

Handles (In-frame & Shaker) 64
Handles (Modern) 66
Drawer organiser options 68
Clever storage solutions 70
Lighting solutions 72
Appliance options 74
Sink & Tap options 76

Contents
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HA191 HA187 HA199 HA195

HA198 HA190 HA186

HA224 HA227 HA226 PH25HA225

HA185 HA197 HA189PH20 PH17

HA228 HA229 HA230

HA97 HA154 HA209 HA132 HA16 HA146

HA228 Aged Copper latch handle. HA229 Brushed Pewter latch handle. HA230 Polished Chrome latch handle. HA225 Polished Nickel cup handle, 128mm centres. HA224 Brushed Satin Nickel 
cup handle, 128mm centres. HA227 American Copper cup handle, 128mm centres. HA226 Black Nickel cup handle, 128mm centres. PH25 Polished Chrome D handle, 160mm centres.  
HA97 Polished Chrome cup handle, 76mm centres. HA154 Satin Nickel cup handle, 76mm centres. HA209 Polished Brass cup handle, 76mm centres. HA132 Polished Chrome cup handle, 64mm 
centres. HA16 Brushed Nickel cup handle, 64mm centres. HA146 Antique Copper cup handle, 64mm centres. HA191 Polished Chrome cup handles, 64mm centres. HA187 Satin Nickel cup handle, 
64mm centres. HA199 American Copper cup handle, 64mm centres. HA195 Iron cup handle, 64mm centres. PH20 Polished Chrome cup handle, 96mm centres. PH17 Brushed Satin Nickel cup 
handle, 96mm centres. HA185 Satin Nickel bridge handle, 128mm centres. HA197 American Copper bridge handle, 128mm centres. HA189 Polished Chrome bridge handle, 128mm centres.  
HA198 American Copper bridge handle, 160mm centres. HA190 Polished Chrome bridge handle, 160mm centres. HA186 Satin Nickel bridge handle, 160mm centres. HA150 Satin Nickel knob, 
38mm diameter. HA110 Polished Chrome knob, 38mm diameter. HA210 Polished Brass knob, 38mm diameter. HA152 Satin Nickel knob, 42mm diameter. HA02 Polished Chrome knob, 42mm 
diameter. HA211 Polished Brass knob, 42mm diameter. HA188 Satin Nickel knob, 38mm diameter. HA192 Polished Chrome knob, 38mm diameter. HA196 Iron knob, 38mm diameter.  
HA200 American Copper knob, 38mm diameter. PH22 Polished Chrome knob, 38mm diameter. PH19 Brushed Satin Nickel knob, 38mm diameter. HA220 Brushed Satin Nickel knob, 40mm 
diameter. HA221 Polished Nickel knob, 40mm diameter. HA222 Black Nickel knob, 40mm diameter. HA223 American Copper knob, 40mm diameter. PH14 Polished Chrome knob, 54mm 
diameter. PH12 Brushed Satin Brass, 54mm diameter. HA131 Polished Chrome knob, 35mm diameter. HA147 Antique Copper knob, 35mm diameter. HA51 Brushed Nickel knob, 35mm diameter.  
PH24 Polished Chrome knob, 38mm diameter. HA232 Brushed Pewter knob, 50mm diameter. HA231 Aged Copper knob, 50mm diameter. HA233 Polished Chrome knob, 50mm diameter.

 

 

 

HA150 HA110 HA210 HA152 HA02 HA211

HA188 HA192 HA196 HA200 PH19PH22

HA220 HA221 HA222 HA223 PH12PH14

HA131 HA147 HA51 PH24 HA231HA232

HA233
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In-frame & Shaker handles collection

We make dream kitchens a reality

All handles styles shown above are subject to availability. Alternative options are available and can be supplied upon request.
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HA128 Brushed Nickel Edge handle, 200mm centres. HA127 Brushed Nickel Edge handle, 160mm centres. HA174 Black D handle, 320mm centres. HA172 Brushed Nickel D handle, 320mm 
centres. HA170 Chrome D handle, 320mm centres. HA169 Chrome D handle, 160mm centres. HA173 Black D handle, 160mm centres. HA171 Brushed Nickel D handle, 160mm centres. 
HA137 Brushed Nickel D handle, 160mm centres. HA135 Chrome D handle, 160mm centres. HA39 Chrome/Grey square D handle, 160mm centres. HA133 Black and Copper T-bar, 160mm 
centres. HA90 Brushed Nickel D handle, 160mm centres. HA92 Chrome D handle, 160mm centres. HA53 Chrome bridge handle, 160mm centres. HA166 Black/Chrome Twix handle, 320mm 
centres. HA130 Brushed Nickel Slim handle, 320mm centres. HA158 Copper T-bar handle, 320mm centres. HA157 Copper T-bar handle, 197mm centres. HA161 Black Matt square D handle, 
160mm centres. HA162 Black Matt square D handle, 320mm centres. HA160 Chrome square D handle, 320mm centres. HA159 Chrome square D handle, 160mm centres. HA167 Black/
Chrome Twix handle, 160mm centres. HA168 Black/Chrome Twix handle, 320mm centres. 

Modern handles collection

Finely designed and precision manufactured 
in a range of materials and finishes, our 
collection of handles includes something to 
suit every taste, and your selected style 
can greatly enhance your 
chosen kitchen.

HA128

HA133

HA39

HA170

HA172

HA174

HA127

HA137

HA135

HA169

HA53 

HA166 

HA130 
HA158 

HA157 

HA160 

HA162 

HA159 

HA161 

HA167

HA168

HA92

HA90

HA173

HA171

All handles styles shown above are subject to availability. Alternative options are available and can be supplied upon request.
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Drawer organiser options

So you can always lay your hands on exactly 
what you need, our versatile drawer options 
help to store and separate pots, pans, 
cutlery and utensils, both neatly 
and safely.

Everything has its place in drawers with cutlery inserts that can be positioned any number of 
ways to create the ideal storage arrangement. Anti-slip mats mean you will always find utensils 
and cutlery exactly where you left them.

We make dream kitchens a reality
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Clever storage solutions

A place for everything and… well, 
you know the rest. 

The anthracite coloured shelving 
is strong and practical, with rotary, 
slide out and pull down designs all 
available. Timber panelled options 
are easy on the eye and make it 
even easier to organise things 
exactly the way you want.

From clever shelving organisers for herbs and spices to discreet hangers and drawers for keeping 
things neat and tidy, we provide the perfect storage solutions for you.

We make dream kitchens a reality
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Lighting solutions

Whether it’s pendant or ceiling lights to lights 
under cupboards and worktops. Installing the 
right lighting is one of the most important 
elements to ensure you create the perfect 
ambiance in your new kitchen space.

Kitchen COSDON     Door colours PARADISE BLUE & FOUNDRY BLACK STEEL
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Appliance options

We supply and fit your integrated 
appliances, from cookers, induction 
hobs, fridges, dishwashers and washing 
machines. We offer the latest in appliance 
innovations, including Slide and Hide 
ovens, venting hobs and smart features 
such as Home Connect which are all 
popular choices. 

Enjoy entertaining? Accessorise with 
integrated wine coolers, ice cube troughs, 
and wine racks.

Choose from a comprehensive range of 
cutting edge appliances from top brand 
manufacturers which are all designed to add 
that extra spice to your kitchen. 
And, if you feel the need to take the steam out 
of your cooking then why not consider a stylish 
venting hob.

We make dream kitchens a reality
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Sink & Tap options

Add an extra touch of style to your kitchen 
by choosing from a wide selection of sinks and 
taps, which offer a focal point to a room as well 
as an essential functional feature for washing 
up and food preparation. 

We make dream kitchens a reality

No kitchen is complete without 
the finishing touches. 

Hampton Kitchens offer a unique 
collection of sinks & taps and 
a designer who will help you 
discover what’s right for your 
kitchen and show you the latest in 
design trends and innovations.
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At Hampton we provide a complete 
kitchen solution with a ‘one-stop shop’ 
approach which can be tailored to meet  
your requirements. 

We only employ the best trades people. 
From expert architects, builders, kitchen 
designers, fitters, window installers, 
electricians, plumbers and interior 
designers, when combined together 
make dream kitchens a reality.

We pride ourselves on delivering an 
exceptional customer experience because 
we value our customers, as much as you 
value your home.

Complete kitchen solutions

H A M P TO N  K I TC H E N S
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We make dream kitchens a reality

Contact us now to discuss our range of services:



The next step...
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We make dream kitchens a reality

Customer journey

Upon contacting the Hampton Group, we shall arrange 
an initial visit to inspect and survey your property. This 
includes a consultation whereby we discuss the desired 
options for materials, appliances and styles.

STEP 1 ENQUIRY STEP 5 PROJECT PLANNING & SCHEDULE

A detailed handover takes place involving the assigned 
Project Coordinator and Operations Manager.       
A project schedule is compiled which details expected 
start and end dates and everything in-between.

STEP 2         CAD & QUOTE

Within five working days, we will produce your bespoke 
CAD and quotation for review. This review will be 
booked and presented in our showroom Design Centre. 

...or call into our showroom

Alternatively, why not call in to our showroom and have 
a look at a range of beautiful kitchens on display. A team 
member will be on hand to discuss your requirements.

or alternatively book online: 
 

Book your home design visit

Arranging a free home design visit with one of our 
experts is the first step to creating your dream kitchen.  
They will discuss your requirements, take 
measurements and then invite you to our showroom 
for a presentation of their kitchen design concepts. 
You will be shown drawings and a 3D visual walk-
through on our large flat screen display to discuss 
over a fresh coffee.

Hampton Group Showroom 

Opening times:  Mon - Fri 9am - 5.30pm & Sat 10am - 3pm

Book your appointment by calling:

by email:

Hampton showroom

81
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A final measure will take place and your order will be 
placed in our very own factory. The Project Coordinator 
will liaise with you as the client and our fitters to book a 
fit date.  

STEP 6 PRODUCTION & BOOKING

Fitting day arrives. We will fit your new kitchen, apply  
the Hampton Kitchens “Special Touch” to your home 
and you will finally see your vision come to life! 

STEP 7        FITTING DAY

Your Customer Relations Manager will visit to 
ensure all is well and gather the required information 
post install. Any feedback at this point is always 
warmly received. 

STEP 8        REVIEW & FEEDBACK

Post showroom presentation, we will make any required 
changes to the CAD and quotation to ensure cost 
clarity and design satisfaction. 

STEP 3         TAILORING & AMENDMENTS

Deposit and order form completion, when you are 
happy to proceed we will require a 30% deposit and 
talk you through our contract and terms and conditions. 

STEP 4        ORDER CONFIRMATION
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There’s a lot more to Hampton Kitchens than meets the eye.  We have a team of specialists who 
work together seamlessly behind the scenes making sure we deliver your kitchen build with the 

best possible customer experience.

Kristian - Finance & Ops DirectorMatt - Managing Director Mason - Accounts Assistant

Meet the
Hampton 
team...

WE WORK CLOSELY TOGETHER TO DELIVER DREAM KITCHENS

Jade - Customer Relations Manager Craig - Customer Relations ManagerBen - Head of Customer Relations Conrad - Cost Consultant

Lucy - Senior Project Coordinator Jen - Project CoordinatorFaz - Kitchen Design ManagerEmma - Kitchen Design Manager

Please note We reserve the right to make changes to design and specification without prior 
notice. The images may show optional accessories which do not form part of the standard 
specification. We take great care in the photography of products, however, due to variables in 
the photographic and printing process, colours may vary from actual product. 

All copywright is reserved. Any person or company reproducing the same in part or whole, 
without permission will be liable to prosecution.

Laurie - Operations ManagerRichard - Construction Director Andy - Electrical & Plumbing Director Dale - Operations Manager




